Activity 2 							

Reproducible Master

Imagine Your Own World
In D&D, the storytelling takes place in a fantasy world filled with mystical locations and creatures.
For example, there’s Stormwreck Isle, a small island rumored to hide a long-lost kingdom and the site
of an ancient war among dragons.

PART 1

Create an island next to Stormwreck Isle that has a very small
population. This is the setting where YOUR story will take place.

On the back of the activity sheet, sketch out the island and include the features
listed below:
• island name
• a cove, lake, or other body of water
• a historic landmark
• a tall geographical feature
• a place shrouded in darkness
• a place of holy significance
• a monster’s lair
• a place that isn’t what it seems
• a place of refuge
• a place of danger
Divide the island features you have mapped among the members
of your team and create a backstory for each one, explaining its
significance on the island. Write your backstories on a separate sheet of paper.

PART 2

Remember to work as a team and let your imagination soar.
There’s no right or wrong way to tell the story.
It’s your team’s story. Have fun!

About
Stormwreck
Isle
Legend has it that centuries ago,
there were two dragon families that
feuded on nearby land. The metallic
dragons—gold, silver, bronze, brass,
and copper—were made by the noble
Platinum Dragon named Bahamut.
Cruel, five-headed Tiamat, made
the chromatic dragons—red, blue,
green, black, and white. There was
mutual hostility between the dragons
stemming from the feud between
Bahamut and Tiamat.
Legend also has it that the island
was formed when metallic dragons
captured a fire-breathing red dragon
named Sharruth and imprisoned her
beneath the ocean floor. Her fury
caused undersea volcanic activity that
formed Stormwreck Isle. As a result,
there is magic on the island that has
drawn other dragons there ever since
and the feuds continue.
Most believe that Sharruth died, but
rumors persist that she is still raging
far beneath the island.
Today, a bronze dragon named Runara
is the leader of an area of Stormwreck
Isle called Dragon's Rest. Ages ago,
Runara killed a blue dragon to stop
him from trying to harness the island's
destructive magic. Runara continues to
hope for peace.
Other inhabitants of the island include
zombies (shipwrecked sailors), curious
small reptilian creatures called kobolds,
owlbears covered in brown fur and
purple feathers who are hostile to
visitors, mushroom-like people called
myconids, and (of course) dragons.

FAMILIES, check out Dungeons & Dragons for a game night adventure. Learn more at playdnd.com.
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